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A Brief History Lesson
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Kelo v. City of New London

�Seminal Supreme Court case

�Held economic motives can qualify as a 
Public Purpose

�Little direct impact on California law

�Triggered public awareness and outrage
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2006 “Reform”
� Highest profile effort:  Proposition 90

– Sought dramatic change in eminent domain law
– Also contained significant, non-eminent domain 

provision
– Failed at the polls, after leading until near the election 

date

� Even though Proposition 90 failed, similar propositions 
passed in many states in November 2006
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Fail (42%)Regulatory takingsWashington

Pass (84%)Eminent domainSouth Carolina

Pass (67%)Eminent domainOregon

Pass (68%)Eminent domainNorth Dakota

Pass (86%)Eminent domainNew Hampshire

Pass (63%)Eminent domainNevada

Pass (84%)Eminent domainMichigan

Pass (55%)Eminent domain Louisiana

Fail (26%)Eminent domain & regulatory takingsIdaho

Pass (82%)Eminent domain Georgia

Pass (69%)Eminent domain Florida

Fail (48%)Eminent domain & regulatory takingsCalifornia

Pass (65%)Eminent domain & regulatory takingsArizona

ResultType of ReformState

2006 Eminent Domain and Land Use Reform Measures
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2006 “Reform”
�Moderate Legislative reform did pass

– Senate Bill 1650:  Limits changes in the proposed 
public use, etc.

– Senate Bill 1206:  Narrows blight definition

– Senate Bill 53:  Changes rules regarding 
extending time for eminent domain

– Senate Bill 1809:  Minor changes in rules for 
redevelopment plans
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“The Big One”:  Senate Bill 1210

�Adds the requirement that agencies 
must offer landowners $5,000 for their 
appraisal

�Changes significantly the timing and 
rules for obtaining prejudgment 
possession
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I’m an Appraiser; Why Should I Care?
� The $5,000 requirement creates a new opportunity for 

entrepreneurial appraisers. This means:
– For (virtually) every condemnee, money exists for a landowner appraisal

– You need to find a way to do a “$5,000 Appraisal”

� What is a $5,000 Appraisal?
– Not necessarily a full, written appraisal report

– Statutory intent is that landowner has a meaningful opportunity to analzye 
the agency’s offer/summary of appraisal up front

– Your job really it to help the landowner determine whether the agency’s 
offer is fair and, if not, if it is off by a little bit – or a whole lot
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The “$5,000 Appraisal” – Cont.
� CCP � 1263.025 requires that the agency offer to pay:

– “Reasonable costs, not to exceed five thousand dollars”; for

– “an independent appraisal ordered by the owner”; and 

– the “independent appraisal shall be conducted by an appraiser licensed by 
the OREA.”

� “Independent appraisal” need not necessarily mean a full 
appraisal report (though some agencies may argue otherwise)

– May be an informal review of the agency’s offer/appraisal summary

– May be “phase one” of a phased appraisal project

� Keep in mind USPAP limitations on what an appraiser can and 
cannot do (and see, e.g., AO-19, “Unacceptable Conditions”)
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2007 “Reform”

�Some “Clean-up” Legislation adopted

–Assembly Bill 1322:  Creates unique 
appraisal-exchange rules for Caltrans

–Senate Bill 698:  Further changes 
standards for prejudgment possession; 
creates “Informational Pamphlet”
requirement
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2008 “Reform”

�Proposition 98:  California Property 
Owners and Farmland Protection Act
(Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association)

–Similar to Proposition 90, with significant 
reforms (and non-eminent domain 
baggage)

–Failed at the polls
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2008 “Reform”

�Proposition 99: Homeowners and 
Private Property Protection Act 
(League of Cities)

–Moderate reforms targeted at 
condemnation of owner-occupied 
homes for redevelopment purposes

–Passed at the polls
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2009 “Reform”
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Eminent Domain Reform:  
Are we There Yet?

�No new initiatives in the works

�No legislative reform in 2009

�No pending reforms that appear to 
have any momentum

�BUT . . . .
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Eminent Domain Reform:  
Are we There Yet?

�Recent Pfizer announcement has 
created renewed outrage

�Some states still actively engaged in 
reform efforts 
(e.g., Texas Proposition 11, adopted 
earlier this month)
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A New 
Information Source 

(and Some “New” Technology)
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New Resource for Keeping Informed

www.CaliforniaEminentDomainReport.com
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New Resource for Keeping Informed
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RSS Feeds:  
What are they and how do they work?
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RSS Feeds:  
What are they and how do they work?
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Who Has an RSS Feed: Blogs
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Who Has an RSS Feed: Major New Sources
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Who Has an RSS Feed?

•Frankly, too many things to name; just look for: 
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I’m an Appraiser; Why Should I Care?
� RSS feeds represent a way to keep on top of projects and 

legal developments as they happen. This means:
– You can put yourself in a position to know about what is going on before 

a potential client calls you

– This puts you in a great position to know what the potential client is 
calling about before they tell you – and to have immediate input into 
their problems

� RSS feeds also allow you to keep track of published 
references to you or your projects.  This means:

– You can keep track of (and control?) your own “PR Campaign”
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Possession Wars!
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Changes in Possession Rules

Senate Bill 1210 
(CCP �1255.410 and �1263.025)

� Requires providing property owner with an 
informational packet.

� Requires $5,000 offer for an independent 
appraisal:  Is there a change in degree of 
“negotiation” required?

� Lengthens the time to obtain possession.
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Possession: Best Case Timing

196 days (6.5 months)Effective Date of Order of Possession

166Hearing on Motion for Possession

66File Motion for Possession

66File Condemnation Action

65Adopt Resolution

45Notice of Hearing on Resolution of Necessity

45Negotiations

35Written Offer

30Appraisal

0Notice of Intent to Appraise

Step Days
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I’m an Appraiser; Why Should I Care?
� Agencies will often be under the gun, desperate to get possession as 

quickly as possible.  This means:

– More pressure to work quickly on the deposit appraisal

� New balancing test means courts will scrutinize deposit appraisal more 
closely than ever.  This means: 

– If you miss something important, Court may deny agency possession, which 
could kill an entire project

– Very real risk exists that you will be deposed on your deposit appraisal; you 
better be ready to defend it

� Agencies that rarely condemn may not know about these rules until it is 
too late.  This means:

– You can be the “hero” if you educate your clients up front
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New Local Rules?
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Changes Being Considered for 
Chapter 16 (Los Angeles)

� LA Superior Court’s Local Rules on eminent domain 
create procedural rules unique to Los Angeles County:

– Intricate, joint “First Pretrial Conference Statement” that 
arguably creates early expert disclosures

– Detailed, “Appendix A” that controls the expert exchange, and 
requires far more than a Statement of Valuation Data
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Changes Being Considered for 
Chapter 16 (Los Angeles)

� Draft amended rules have been circulated by Commissioner Mitchell 
to eminent domain attorneys

� Recent meeting with Commissioner to discuss the proposed changes:

– Existing proposal eliminates unique Pretrial Conference, converts initial 
hearing to a standard Case Management Conference

– Meeting revealed some momentum (including from Commissioner 
Mitchell himself) to eliminate entirely Appendix A, moving LA County to a 
“Statement of Valuation Data” exchange

� Changes likely to take effect January 2011
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New Case Law
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Shaw v. County of Santa Cruz (1/2009)

�Regulatory-takings claim involving County’s 
refusal to issue a ministerial permit for a 
well

�Court held that County’s failure to issue 
permit was unjustified, and ordered that the 
permit be issued

�However, court rejected claim that this 
failure triggered inverse condemnation 
liability
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City of Stockton v. Marina Towers (2/2009)
� City condemned property without first defining a real project

� Court conclude that the “project” was the condemnation itself, 
and that it failed as a public use

� City had already decided what to do with the property and had 
built a stadium – remanded for damages
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Hauselt v. County of Butte (3/2009)

� Inverse-condemnation case involving flooding

� At issue was whether liability could arise from 
modifications to a flood control channel which 
resulted in additional flooding on a particular 
property

� Court ruled that the issue turned on a 
“reasonableness” inquiry

� Since modifications were reasonable, no liability in 
inverse condemnation
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Los Angeles Unified School District v. Pulgarin (6/2009)

� Business owner did not possess a written lease, and 
trial court concluded that owner could not recover lost 
goodwill

� Court of Appeal reversed, holding that the correct 
inquiry is factual, focused on security of tenancy

� Existence of a written lease probative, but not 
dispositive:

“[E]vidence of the pre-condemnation duration 
of a periodic tenancy and the quality and 
mutual satisfaction in the landlord and tenant 
relationship are probative for determination 
of compensation for loss of goodwill."
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Guggenheim v. City of Goleta (9/2009)
� Ninth Circuit Held that Rent Control Ordinance Constituted a Taking

� Elaborate Discussion of Procedural Rules that Typically Preclude a 
Damages Award

� Held Damages Recoverable; Remanded to Trial Court
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National Parks & Conservation Association v. 
Bureau of Land Management (11/2009)

� Not an eminent domain case, but a very recent 
highest and best use dispute

� As part of proposed land exchange, BLM 
appraised property

� Appraiser did not consider a landfill as a potential 
highest and best use, even though that was 
exactly the use contemplated for the property

� Ninth Circuit upheld a summary judgment against 
BLM
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Monks v. City of Rancho Palos Verdes (10/2008)

� City development 
moratorium 
involving landslide-
prone Portugese 
Bend overturned

� City ordered to 
issue building 
permits to owner

� Damages trial set 
for December 1, 
2009
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Questions?

Rick E. Rayl
18101 Von Karman Ave., Suite 1800
Irvine, CA 92612
949-833-7800

rrayl@nossaman.com
californiaeminentdomainreport.com


